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Kissel + Wolf expands customer support

GOING DIGITAL IN TIMES OF CORONA
Whether virtual conferences in your home office,

∙ Technical support and training: instead of

digital consultation hours at the doctor’s or a

travelling by road or air to advise a customer with

daily video call with grandparents: the corona

a problem and arriving hours or even days later,

pandemic and resulting worldwide lockdowns have

our technicians can react at lightning speed. On

significantly pushed everyone to go digital. On the

the one hand through online training, on the other

one hand, social distancing during Corona times

hand with the help of augmented reality. With

can save lives and thus going digital also supports

the latter, spatial markings can be placed that

people’s social interaction through spatial distance.

“stick” to real objects, things can be highlighted

On the other hand, because the Corona crisis has

and text annotations can be inserted into the live

caused many companies to struggle against the

video stream that our customers transmit to our

consequences of plummeting sales, most of them

technicians via the camera on their own mobile

were challenged to break new ground. Going digital

device.

provides a whole new spectrum of opportunities.

∙ Business meetings: Meetings in digital form for
exchanging ideas and information on a regular

Kissel + Wolf reacted very quickly and invested in

basis with business partners are now part of

both hardware and software at the beginning of the

everyday working life. Whether it is discussing

pandemic. Many of our staff were able to work from

updates on current projects, the development of

home (WFH) as early as March 2020. This mode of

new ideas or simply, a friendly catch-up chat in

work was unfamiliar to some, but thanks to support

between.

from our IT department and after getting used to

∙ Product presentations: in order to minimise the

everyday digital exchange with colleagues, it quickly

amount of travel to be done by our technicians, we

became a valued and successful working model.

are concentrating more on product presentations
via online meetings and social media.

Kissel + Wolf, moreover, is also utilising the corona
crisis as a great opportunity in the field of customer
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support and introducing digital facilities, as follows:
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Product portfolio extension

NEW: POLYCOL® W-HR
POLYCOL W-HR is for the production of high quality,

one-component SBQ photoemulsion is ideal for use

water and solvent resistant screen-printing stencils.

in computer-to-screen (CtS) systems. POLYCOL

Because of its good resolution properties, excellent

W-HR is resistant to plastisol, solvent and water-

mesh bridging and high exposure reactivity, this

based printing inks.

Product characteristics
•

Used for the production of high quality water and solvent resistant screens for both direct and
transfer printing on textiles.

•

High exposure reactivity and tolerance provides full compatibility for exposure by CtS as well as
conventional exposure systems.

•

Quick and easy development after exposure.

•

High resistance and good decoatability.

•

High print run resistance for all common textile printing media such as plastisols, water or solvent
based inks and adhesives. Resistance against reactive inks can be significantly increased by
chemical hardening.

•

No smearing with aggressive solvents. Very good decoatability in automatic screen washing units.

For further information or sample requests, please contact: info@kiwo.de

New: Chrome-free rotary emulsion for all common exposure systems

ROTACOAT® 338 Q GREEN
ROTACOAT 338 Q Green is a chrome-free, one-component rotary emulsion for textile and wallpaper printing.
It can be used conventionally for the exposure of rotary printing stencils with film, wax and inkjet systems.
Due to its outstanding exposure reactivity, ROTACOAT 338 Q Green is also suitable for Blu-Ray laser systems
such as SPG Prints smartLEX, Lüscher JetScreen DX, but also for DLE CTS systems.
This chrome-free rotary emulsion has excellent flow properties, a mild odour and very good resolution. After
heat-curing, the emulsion has excellent resistance to all common printing media..
Product advantages:
∙ Chrome-free
∙ One-component, no sensitiser required
∙ Ready to use for double squeegee coating, can be thinned for single squeegee coating
∙ Excellent exposure reactivity
∙ Suitable for all common CTS systems
∙ High resolution and perfect detail reproduction
∙ Resistant to all common textile printing media
∙ Hardening and curing for 60 minutes at 180°C

For further information or sample requests, please contact: info@kiwo.de.

Even when times are tough, Kissel + Wolf maintains social responsibility

OVER 15,000 EUROS DONATED
Our

medium-sized

family-company

based

in

Recipients are: the German Red Cross, Wiesloch

Wiesloch, no longer gives out Christmas presents

Chapter; the Malteser Aid Service, Wiesloch;

for customers and partners, but donates to charity

the Junior Fire Brigade, Wiesloch; the Support

instead.

Association for the ‘Agape’ Hospice, Wiesloch; the

„Of course, the corona crisis has affected our

children’s hospice ‘Sterntaler’ in Dudenhofen; the

company,“ explains Managing Director Tammo

Animal Protection Association for Wiesloch-Walldorf

Hess. “But especially in these tough times, we

and surrounding areas; the Wald Kindergarten

want to demonstrate our social responsibility and

‘Zipfelmützen’ in Wiesloch and the DKMS in

we are absolutely delighted to be able to donate

Tübingen.

15,000 Euros to various charitable institutions.“

L-R: Martina Thum, Birgit Hemmer (Supervisors ‘Zipfelmützen‘
kindergarten), Patricia Wehran (Supervisor Kinderhaus ‘Gewann Hof‘)
and Tammo Hess (Managing Director of Kissel + Wolf GmbH)

The company also handed over a significant amount
of liquid hand and surface disinfectant. This is
widely required right now, wherever people come
into contact with each other and risk spreading the
COVID-19 virus. Kissel + Wolf GmbH used its knowhow and production facilities to make and supply
L-R: Beate Däuwel (PR Manager, Children’s Hospice ‘Sterntaler’) and
Tammo Hess (Managing Director of Kissel + Wolf GmbH) during the
handover of the disinfectant package.

the disinfectant - free of charge – to many public,
charitable and social organisations.

Social responsibility is something we feel in our hearts and as a regional company, we wish to
engage in a robust partnership with our staff and the people in our local area.

Latest News

NEW VISITOR REGISTRATION ONLINE
Please be aware that we are kindly asking all our visitors, customers, suppliers, forwarding agents, etc. for
information about their current state of health, as well as where they have been during the past 14 days.
You can do this by completing a questionnaire, which you can access and fill out on our website or, alternatively,
we will give you one on arrival.
Please read our brochure concerning “Safety and Accident Prevention” carefully.
Click on the images below to go directly to the online documents.

Welcome to Kissel + Wolf GmbH

VISITOR REGISTRATION
Name:
Company:
Town / Country:
Visiting (Contact at K+W):
Appointment date:

In the last 14 days, were you in a risk area listed by the Robert Koch Institute?
Yes ☐

No ☐

Do you have flu-like symptoms, such as fever, coughing or breathing difficulties?
Yes ☐

No ☐

Have you been in contact with someone infected with Covid-19 in the last 14 days?
Yes ☐

No ☐

Have you been in contact with someone suspected of being infected with Covid-19 in the last 14 days?
Yes ☐

No ☐

In the last 14 days, have you been in contact with someone who was in quarantine or had been?
Yes ☐

No ☐

I confirm by signing below, that I have answered all questions truthfully.

Date

ACTION IN AN EMERGENCY

Visitor’s signature

VISITING COMPANIES WILL BE SEPARATELY
BRIEFED ON ALL REQUIRED RULES OF
CONDUCT.

SECURITY

In the event of an alarm, the
building must be evacuated
using the shortest route possi-

In addition, please carefully read our brochure “Safety and Accident Prevention”.

General note
Should you have answered any question with “Yes”, then we cannot allow you to come on the premises. In this case, we are unable refund any
travel costs incurred. Please bear this in mind, when you plan the visit.

ble. Use the signosted escape
and rescue routes and go to the

PLEASE WEAR YOUR VISITOR PASS SO IT
CAN ALWAYS BE CLEARLY SEEN!

AND ACCIDENT PREVENTION

assembly point.

Note on data protection
We expressly point out that Kissel + Wolf GmbH’s general valid data protection declaration applies. As soon as data processing is no longer
required for the current case, your data will be deleted immediately

ACTION IN CASE OF FIRE
1. Keep calm.
2. Report the fire.
3. Get to a safe place.
4. Try to put it out.

INFORMATION FOR FACTORY VISITORS
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5. Follow instructions.
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Environmental, occupational and health
protection enjoy a high priority at Kissel +
Wolf.
Walldorferstr.

In den
Ziegelwiesen

ACTION IN CASE OF ACCIDENTS
1. Keep calm.
2. Report the accident.

Please follow our safety guidelines for our
mutual safety as well as in respect of the
environment.
We wish you a safe and pleasant stay!

3. Provide first aid.
4. Notify first responders.
5. Follow instructions.

ACCIDENTS AND CASES OF DAMAGE
SHOULD BE REPORTED IMMEDIATELY!

str.

Wiesloch/Walldorf
Bahnhof
Railway Station
Wiesloch/Walldorf
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